To Further Awareness, Action

’Survival Fah’ To Highlight Growing Ecological Problems
Et

By CANDY BELL
Daily Political Writer
As you sit down tonight to your dinner,
even if it is only No. 30 among 365 ways to
fix har.ibui ger, remember that while you eat
that dinner, 417 of the world’s people are
dying of starvation.
As a relatively well-fed college student,
just picture yourself in a small room with
blown -up pictures and movies of starving
children projected on the wall, complete
with a sound track of crying babies to give
you an emotional confrontation with hunger.
It’s all part of the proposed plans for the
Survival Faire, one of the most extensive
exhibitions of ecological problems ever held.
Survival Faire will dominate this campus
from Feb. 16 through Feb. 20.
The faire is sponsored by Humanities 160,
contemporary issues class. Its purpose Is to
present to the college and to the comrnu-

nity the problems of ecology, to create a
general awareness of the problems of environmental survival of man and the space
ship earth, and to stimulate participants to
act throughout their communities on the
many ecological problems,
The faire will be a week of activities,
events, and exhibits intended to involve active participation in all aspects of ecology.
The Program will include speakers, panels,
workshops, films, exhibits, plays, a funeral
procession anti a nine hour wake I dance to
celebrate the burial of a new automobile. In
addition, the faire will sponsor a film festival,
a photographic essay contest, a graphics contest, a poetry contest, and a creative re-use
of waste contest.
Exhibits sponsored by the Life Workshop,
Planned Parenthood, Zero Population
Growth, California Committee to Legalize
Abortion, Graphic Design class 104A, Save

the Bay Committee, the Sierra Club, Friends
of Earth. Get Oil Out, Drug Crisis Intervention, Students Against Pollution. Citizens
Against Air Pollution, the Tuberculosis Center, the American Cancer Society. Conservation Forum, the SJS Industrial Studies Department, and other concerned organizations
will be part of the week-long program.
Monday. Feb. 16, has been designated Population Day. A panel composed of members
of Planned Parenthood, Zero Population
Growth. and the Gay Liberation Front will
start the day off. Keynote speaker will be
Sen. Alan Cranston (fl-California. A panel
discussion entitled "Black, Brown, and
White on Population" will also be featured.
Tuesday. which is Waste Day, will begin
with a panel discussion entitled "Waste of
Human Resources." A town house meeting
with local legislators is also on the agenda.
Wednesday, Environmental Pollution Day,

Three special ecology rooms will be set up
fur the entire week. A population room will
bti set up in the College Union to give the
student an experience in the psychological
and physical reactions to an over-crowded
earth. A noise pollution room will be darkened so that all one hears are the noises that
were recorded around the college so that the
student may experience auditory pollution.
The hunger room will also be set up in the
Union.
Survival Faire is currently operating on a
budget close to $15,000. Associated Students
(A.S.I Council contributed $6,286 and the
additional funds have been donated by private businesses and interest groups, according to Pete Ellis, a member of the Humanities 160 class. He said support has been
offered from all over the state and many
nation-wide television stations and magazines
plan special coverage of the faire.

will be highlighted by a march to mail letters
of protest. A pesticides panel discussion and a
late afternoon panel entitled ’’Rape of the
Mother Earth" are also planned.
Pollution Day, Thursday, Feb. 19, will feature two panel discussions, "Air Pollution,"
and "Legal and Political Aspects of Ecology."
The San Francisco Mime Troupe will perform on Friday, just before the burial of a
brand new 1970 automobile. Ralph Nader and
Pete Seeger will also be on hand to top off
the week-long faire. "Life Cycle: An Atmospheric Awakening" will he presented by the
Graphic Design 104A class and all members
of the college community will be urged to
ride a bicycle to school. During the car burial, funeral orations will be delivered by Dr.
Richard Falk from Princeton University, Dr.
John Sperling, professor in the humanities
program, the Santa Clara Council of
Churches, and others.

NOW Returns
New Schedules
Clean schedules for spring 1910 will
be available In the Spartan Bookstore on Friday, Jan. 16, according
to a bookstore spokesman. Cost of
the schedule will be 3.5 cents. The
charge Is necessary because the
schedules are not printed at the
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state’s expense.
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$6,050 Asian Cultural Month
Okayed by ’Hamburger’ Council

SJS Revival
Spearheaded
By Evangelist

By itAY
Daily Political Writer
Student Council and its gallery were
ViVPII a special treat in yesterday’s
-1ing when Rich Van Winkle, upper
ion representative. and Brenda
Johnson, lower division representative,
brought in a tray full of food each and
had dinner during the session.
To liven tip an otherwise dull meeting. Van Winkle and Miss Johnson ate
hamburgers and french fries as their
fellow ceuncil members discussed the
upcoming Asian Cultural Programs,
amendments to the Associated Students
1A.S.1 constitution and the funding of
the Model United Nations.
Fi1050 was allocated to four campus
organizations, the Progressive AsianAmerican Coalition, the Filipino-American Student Association, the Spartan
Chinese Club, and the Japanese and
American Students Organization for
e!tittaral programs they will be presenting in the month of April.
The Asian-American Coalition will,
April 3-10, present speakers and an art
display. Cost: $500 plus $225 worth of
publicity.
GROUP HAPPENINGS

ART HOPPE ... Commencement Speaker

The Filipino-American group, between April 13 and 18, will present
lecturers, artists, entertainment, a
fashion show and refreshments. Cost:
$2140. Council allocated $150 for their
publicity.
The Spartan Chinese Club, from
April 20 through the 27, will present
a dance group, a Gong Fu demonstration, and many other events. Cost:

Commencement Speaker Chosen
By CRAIG EVANS
Daily Campus Life Editor
Political satirist Arthur Hoppe will
he the speaker for the 5.15 Jan. 23
graduation commencement in Exposition Hall at Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.
Hoppe, whose column is now syndicated and published in more than 100
newspapers here and abroad, began at
the San Francisco Chronicle as a copyboy after graduating from Harvard
following World War II. He quickly
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Street evangelist Ron Lopez yesterday outlined his plans for the expansion
of his SJS ministry in the new year.
The controversial Lopez, a familiar
sight on Seventh Street since he began
his ministry in November, indicated he
is trying to establish a "commune
house" where students may sleep and
obtain food and clothing, in addition
to his regular ministerial functions.
Lopez is also head of the "Spearhead
Revival" campaign, "designed to bring
campus Christians into a united force
for the Lord."
Elatorating on the "commune house"
idea, Lopez noted that it would in some
ways be similar to a commune home
established by the Christian Liberation
Front in Berkeley.
"In this way," said Lopez, "we hope
to bridge the gap between Christ and
the street person."
About his own role in the SJS revival and crusade, Lopez said, "God
has given people a reasonable amount
of time to get His work done. I believe
I’ve been sent here because I’m not as
tied down by social position or standing
in the ciamroorn."
Lopez aLso indicated disappointment
with the way his message has been
received by certain Christian elements.
"I’m tired of playing games with
these people who are afraid to step
out for the Lord, but yet think they
are doing IlLs work," he said.
Lopez announced the date of his
next revival as tomorrow in the Memorial Chapel. Services are scheduled
to begin at 7:30 p.m.

This semester’s final issue of NOW,
thly magazine supplement to the
Spartan Daily, will explore the
"stylish "Ms" and present comedian
Dick Gregory "telling it like it Is"
in tomorrow’s Spartan Daily.
Bill Dreger, senior journalism major,
is editor of the issue. The supplemeld. produced by magazine journalism students, will be published again
In the spring.

moved up to reporter and spent 10
years covering everything from snowbound trains to execut’ems.
The 44 -year-old satirist began his
column in 1960 and did a prize-winning
series on the national Kennedy-Nixon
campaign of that year.

if they drank alcohol.
" ’I mean, there you are, an all] active young lady. You walk into a
cocktail party crowded with young
bachelors. Half have red eyeballs half
don’t. Which . . well. we’d soon separate the ladies from the

Since then he has used his sharp
humor and keen insight to find and
expose the chinks in rolitk.ans’ armor
and the flaws in our society.

According to Time, "Hoppe gets his
ideas for five columns a week, he says,
by ’reading through the paper until I
etme to an item that I don’t understand
- then I explain it to every-

Prof To Talk Today

An article in Time magazine, May
30, 1969, said, "Although a shade less
consistent than the Washington Post’s
Art Buchwald, Hoppe at his hest is
unbeatable.

Dr. Charles F. Park, ,Tr., professor
of Geology, and Mineral Engineering,
Stanford University, will address the
Thursday Geology Got-Togther today
at 12:30 in GH318.
The subject of his talk will be
"Affluence in Jeopardy (Minerals and
the Political Economy. u’ Dr. Park is
an internationally known expert in the
field of mineral resources; he has
served as Chief of the Metals Section,
U.S. Geological Survey, Dean of Mineral Sciences at Stanford, and as consultant to many corporations,

"His special talent is to hold a
mirror to life and let the reverse
image reflect the adsurdity of it all."
Gentle and easy-going, Hoppe disarms his prey with kindness and
smothers it with laughter.
"The trouble now, argues Hoppe, is
that ’we all worry about the tiopulat ion
explosion
but we don’t worry about
It at the right time.’ He doesn’t have
much faith In birth control pills, but
was Intrigued by an experimental pill
for males that had only one drawback:
it MOM men’s eyeballs ’tit turn red

The author of three hooks, "The
Love Everybody Crusade," "Dream boat" and "The Perfect Solution to
Absolutely Everything," !Uwe was
born in Honolulu, grew up in San Franrise, and has been married to his
childhood sweetheart for 23 years.
Commencement will start at 7:30
p.m. Candidates for degrees are requested to arrive at 6:45 p.m.
Guest tickets are available at the
Office of Student Activities and Services, Mm. 242.
Academic regalia will be issued by
the Spartan Bookstore from the patio
of the Women’s Gym on Wednesday,
Thursday anal Friday of next %wait

front 9 a.m, to noon and front 1 to
4:30 p.m. except on Wednesday, when
regalia will be available until 7 p.m.
The rental fee will be paid at the time
of pick-up: $10.50 for bachelor’s regalia
and $13.50 for master’s regalia.
All graduates will be eligible to join
the SJS Alumni Association for $10 a
year or $100 for life, which entitles
them to receive The Spartan magazine, periodic newsletters on campus
happenings and full privileges at the
college library.

No Address Cards
Equals Grade Delay
All students are urged to file an
Address Card with the Registrar’s
Office indicating where they want their
grades mailed before leaving campus
for semester break, according to a
registrar spokesman.
The Form 5A cards will be available
in the Registrar Office from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. daily and should he deposited
in the large wooden boxes in the
Registrar Office lobby. No cards will
be accepted after Friday, Jan. 23.

The publications board members named
by Edwards are Greg Hammer, Susan
Yewell, Gerald Senogles, Donald Knapp
and Candy Bell.
They also okayed his appointment of
Bob Brackett to be editor of next semester’s Spartan Daily.

$895 for the program and $53 for publicity.
The Japanese and American Students
Organization will present plays, sports
activities and a tea ceremony from
April 27 to May 2. Student Council allocated $1875 for the program and $210
for publicity.
Council yesterday voted down a motion to change the quorum requirement
from two-thirds to a simple majority.
Terry Speizer argued successfully that
this would do away with the only weapon a minority group in council has,
that of leaving the meeting if unhappy
with it and thus closing it down to
action because of lack of a quorum.
EXECUTIVE ACCOUNT
AS, Treasurer Tim Fitzgerald asked
for and was allocated $2470 for the
executive account. The money will be
spent on work-study programs with
part of that money being set aside for
next semester’s Spartan Daily editor
and news editor.
There is a possibility that, if the
Journalism Department agtms, which
in the past has been wary of letting a
sti lent receive both credit (as do Daily
reporters and editors) and money,
there will be money available for those
two posts.
Council also okayed all of AS. President James Edwards’ appointments to
Academic Council end AS. committees.

SJS FLAMINGOS?
$1225 was allocated to pay for legril
fees incurred this past fall by the Associated Students with the stipulation
that Council will cover any costs incurred by students in the future concerning housing problems.
The Model United Nations program,
a class for, by, and of students, was
given $1000 to attend the annual convention in Eugene, Oregon. Council
asked that they file a report with the
Experimental College upon their return.
Six new campus organizations were
officially recognized by the Council last
night. Included in that group were
the Jewish Student Union. the Realistic Action for Stopping Pollution
group, and the Social Labor Party
Club.
Van Winkle, once done with his hamburger and Pepsi, introduced the idea
of changing the name of San Jose State
Spartans to something else. He personally suggested changing the school
name to San Jose State Flamingos.

Petition for Birth Control
Services Gains Momentum
A petition demanding birth control

President Nixon: "It is my view that
no American woman should be denied
access to family planning assistance
because of her economic condition. I
believe, therefore, that we should establish as a national goal the provision
of adequate family planning services
within the next five years to all those
who want them hut cannot afford
them. This we have the capacity to
do."
"We of the SJSC Conservation
Forum feel that we must he a part
of the above goal. We are only a
small group, but we feel that family
planning services should be available
to those who request it at the Student
Health (’enter," Schnell said.
The Conservation Forum is also requesting all students to fill out the
following questionnaire and turn it in
at the College Union Information
Center,

services at the campus Health Center
has gathered about 600 signatures, according to Loren Wiser, spokesman for
SJS

Conservation

Forum,

which

is

sponsoring the drive.
The petitions are available at a booth
on Seventh Street manned by Conservation Forum members,
The petition calls for a nine-point
plogram including a proposal that
"prescriptions and supplies for all medically acceptahle forms of birth control
he available at the Student Health
Center or elsewhere."
The petition also requests the Health
Center provide information on birth
control and population problems, medical advice, and medical tests by physicians.
Conservation Forum President Jack
Schnell quotes a recent statement by
Sex

Major

1) Would you support at

to obtain Birth Control Services available,

to all SJS students at the Student Health Center? yes
21

If you object, on what grounds? moral

mimic .

health

.

her

"Ii Which of the following methods do you fax or to co%

.

two-

.

such a program? one dollar increase in fees
ot her

. no ..
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an effort to achieve. progressioe social
change thit SJS Student Grape Boycott
C
asks for support in persuading
Lucky Market at 7th and Santa. Clara to
remove table grapes off their shelves.
This store depends largely upon student
business, thus an students we have significant economic power, if we unite.
’this store is apathetic towards the farm.
workers plight, but does respond to loos of
profits. In the past several weeks student
support has (teen Wilding, but we need the
support of all SJS students.
As concerned students were all aware of
the social injustices that permeate this
society. We again appeal for your assistance in this non-% iolent attenipt for rights
that have been denied the fannworkers for
generations.
Students interested in additional information contact the Iltielga Office, Phone

ditorial

Referendum Now!
Daily concurs with support.ittipus petition who maintain
,llege 1 intro must be a build, the interests of all students.
t-. dances. club meetdinners. speeches,
1/11,
crii went. recreation and job
-ill have their place in a
1 inanced In anti for members
ollcge community.
mi.. of -the silent major- it i- ling called. has strained
tlw point of frantic emotioni.,r Iii, al/II:111’W cause.
barkdanli exists (lire.
niontlin ago %% lien James
11
1is ard- I,c, anie a candidate for A.S.
1. thin in it.
k 1.111.ge Inion Board of Gov did indeed issue a restraining
Job recruiting. But it was tens:- \ nil it by. no means estrum, d the other ample facilities of the
\AIthe 1:1 JIG apparently wanted to
do was call a moratorium on the
-,11’.111i1111.! until dialogue between the
fart 11111, could be entablished.
matel). the mot e only widened
arms ntudents seized on die
1
miscalculation, scrambl ing
I, e, r ii
aroimil like prophets of doom with a
of the sky in their trembling
It approaches comedy to see heretofore 1141litically in inn souls propaganiliziwA ruthlessly when their pocketbook, are invoked (i.e., job recruitneed for shouting or viohealer tlw cur’,.5 petitilin is successful will not detcroline if job recruiting has a place
i:! t!,,I :iillege I iiioii future.
!wre is

it.!!11 I/II

7.

110

the vovational destiny of all
i- ill some way determined by
college years, a controversy of
t hi- nature shinild he tested by a referto the Associated Students
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a special election. Would this not be the
democratic method?
The Daily does not recognize the
power of SDS RAM to shut down recruiting. Nor does it recognize the
power of the administration to provide
space for a funetion that a majority of
this academic community might not
want tin ram plIS.
Spartan Daily calls on the Edwards
and A.S. Council to recall
ognize the gray ity of the question. Resibility for decision from
move rel
your concrete towers and place it in
the hands of the students.
In this ease, they seem to he ready
--J.B.
to accept it.
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"If we make peaceful revolution impossible. we’ll make violent revolution instilable." JFK.
"There’s one small rock for President Marcos ... and one giant
boulder for Chiang Kai-shek ... There’s one small rock ..."

By

Poets; Dreams; Guns; SCARS; Union
’Critics Are Confused’
Editor:
In regard to Pinter, Hubert, and Dickinson’s harsh criticism of "Stupid Council" for
allocating $700 to sponsor three poetry readings on campus:
I feel it should be pointed out to them and
to others of like persuasion that they are
simply confused about the nature of these
allocations, for the monies are not intended
to "bribe" the various artists onto our campus
they merely cover lodging and transportation expenses, and the latter of these is, by
current rates, an oftentimes costly expenditure. Moreover, I really doubt that having their
transportation fees paid would preclude, as
Pinter. Hubert, and Dickinson clearly imply,
the poets sensation of honor at having been
invited to read their own works.
Manuel Chelan*
A18772

‘Value-Free Science’
Editor:

wwamitung

I wish to congratulate Professor Alden Voth
for his outstanding example of value-free political science, in the Spartan Daily’s special
issue on the 1970s (Dec. 171. For those of you
who missed this bit of State Department surrealism. Professor Voth predicted an "orderly
wrapping up of the Vietnam conflict" which
"will yield a relatively tranquil 1970s for the
U.S. in Southeast Asia." His Pentagon pipedream viewed the U.S. and the Soviet Union
joined together to "keep third world states
from exploiting East-West tensions for their
own national interests." In his hawk’s heaven.
we would not have to intervene militarily
(except for Iran and the rest of the Middle
East where the Sixth Fleet would be permanently anchored to prevent any "sudden irreversible pro-Moscow coup" as defined by the
Shah and our other puppets). That’s because
we will have increased our ’clandestine operations" like the CIA overthrow of the government in Guatemala, etc.
I doott know what kind of stuff he was
smoking when he wrote that piece, but it
looks like thr same brand that LBJ, Nixon
And the rest of the boys use. I’d like to try
nut a version of my own, so long as we’re
playing prediction. It may wander off into
domestic politics a bit, but remember, it’s
all "the stuff that dreams are made on.")
In 1979, U.S. President Stephanie Mills,
whose first act of office was to promulgate a
$50 billion 1 finnually) program of world population limitation and nutritional research, will
announce that the United States stands adjourned. There won’t be much left of the
country, of course, because we would have
already returned the Southwest to Mode,
Alaska to the Eskimos, the South to the
Blacks, and all remaining smog-free areas to
the Indians. Supreme Court Chief Justice
Bobby Seale will announce that Citizens Nixon,
Johnson, Humphrey. Rusk, Laird and Westmoreland are pardoned, having finished their
sentence of filling up every B-52 hole in Vietnam, Laos. and Cambodia, and replanting the
jungles. Unfortunately, Spiro Agnew will not
be able to join them, having been given an
extra six months’ creative labor for running
off at the mouth. Citizens Ithrushchev, Brezhnev and Kosygin, hawing finished tearing down
the Berlin Wall, will now be making their
personal apology tour of Eastern Europe,
which they should complete by the year 2072.
Incidentally, Citizens Ky and Thieu have just
been promoted to head conks by the Orange
County Commune, where they have resided
since their hasty departure from Saigon in
1970. And the world’s nuclear arms stockpile
will remain on Professor Edward Teller’s
front porch while scientists debate whether
to send it off into outer space on the Bronx

Staff Comment

’Not a Knock’

Thrust and Parry

eit111.1* side. \\

GRAPE Rol-cuff
commirrEE

STUDENT

High School of Science’s Venus space probe,
or to bury it in the Antarctic Ice Cap (temporarity).
In case you want to know about some of
our other friends, Chancellor James Edwards
just announced that Citizen Reagan, having
finished planting 10,000 redwoods he has seen
them all), will enroll as a graduate student
at the San Jose State College school of drama,
where he will join those other hams, Citizens
Temple and Murphy, in learning a useful profession. Sam Hayakawa will be working as
head-waiter in Alioto’s restaurantthe same
restaurant where Minister of Health. Education and Trips Timothy Leary announced last
year that, having seen pot and every other
kind of psychedelic drug legalized, he was now
giving up all these artificial methods of attaining beatitude and resigning to enter a
monastery. Oh yes, Dudley Swim, his enterprises now owned and run by their employees
for their own profit will become a teacher at
the San Jose State Educational Commune in
the Gay Studies Program; as usual Citizen
Dumke will accompany him as errand boy.
You realize that all this will only come to
pass if our revolution is achieved non-violently, working through the system. If not,
I’m afraid most of our heroes, itS well as
Professor Voth and myself will be dead-of
nuclear radiation, pollution, DDT, cancer,
starvation, urban riots, assassination, concentration camps, and so on. But then, we’ll
deserve it.
Rabin Brooks
Associate Professor of History

’Petition. Not Needed’
Editor:
The College Union belongs to the students.
All the students! It is available for all the
students to use. There should be no need of a
petition for any group of students who are
interested in using the College Union for
Career Days. This is their right.
I ask the College Union Board of Governors
to inform all students that the College Union
is their College Union and that they have the
right to its use. I ask the College Union Board
of Governors to lift the temporary restraining
order and let the students use their College
Union.
We, as students, should not have ever had to
ask you for the use of our College Union.
D. E. Bolton
A01134

Scars From SCARS
Editor:
This semester I have 22’3 units, and I work
full time. How do I do it? Ask the registrar.
not me. After going through the simple
SCARS pre-registration procedures, typical of
SJS efficiency, I received no computerized
program in the mail, and was forced to register by hand.
Purely by accident, I have discovered that
SCARS really wasn’t as faulty as everyone
thought. I was enrolled for 10 pre-reg units
along with another 1212 units obtained
through regular registration.
I heartily suggest to anyone being similarly
blessed to contact the Registrar’s office before
you receive a negative GPA.
If this isn’t enough, I was dropped from
my health insurance program because, according tn the Registrar’s office, I am not considered a full-time student.
Carol Marne%
A140:it

RA31/SDS ’Ironic’
Editor:
I think it’s quite ironic (or should I say
ridleulous71 that the RAM/SAS faction re Nees to let General Electric recruit new employees on campus because of the profits which

that corporation makes from the Vietnam
War; and yet, on the other hand, it’s quite all
right for the present General Electric employees to go back to work so long as they are
given a larger share of those war-tainted
profits.
This, I think, is just one of the many philosophical contradictions which are becoming
more and more typical of these extremist
groups.
James B, Ulric*
A08460

’Drastic Injustice’
Editor:
As a concerned student, I would like to address you on the recent decision made prohibiting the use of the College Union for any
interviewing conducted by industrial and educational personnel. This decision represents a
drastic injustice to a large portion of the
student body. The function of a state supported institution should be to assist its student body to the fullest of its capacities in
seeing that these people gain whatever help
they need in becoming a prosperous, working
part of our society. By prohibiting campus recruiting, this function is being greatly hindered. If there must be changes made to prevent such incidents as occurred during the
Career Days interviews list December, then
Id t them be directed at preventing the violent
dissent exhibited on this campus, and not directed at curtailing an important function of
this school.
John Buster
A01539

CUPB‘Very Unfair’
Editor:
The recent action of the College Union
Board of Directors stopping the use of our
College Union by any company recruiters and
cancelling the Career Days scheduled for next
spring seems to me to be very unfair. This
building was and is being paid for by all students at SJS, yet because of the action of a
small radical group, the directors--with the
sanction and Nicking of James Edwardsfeel
they have the right to stop a function that
would he used by at least 1,500 students. The
College Union should be open to all constructive student related activities, forgetting the
politics by which you stand. Whether the board
is willing to admit it or not a majority of our
students go to work in industry or education
upon leaving our campus and having a facility
available to represent a vast number of companies and school districts is of great convenience and help to our graduating students.
Beyond the convenience and help the board
has gone beyond their realm of authority.
They are denying us one of our basic student
rights; a right we pay for and should be able
to use. Any company or school district should
be able to come on our campus and interview.
The major objection seems to be with firms
that have war related products; but by them
being on campus it does not mean we are
sanctioning their activities and the choice
should he left to the individual. If he chooses
to talk to or go to work for one of these
companies, it is simply a matter of one individual’s conscience. Any reasonable person
knows you can not legislate morals, yet this is
What the College Union Board is trying to do.
I fully support the petition that is presently
being circulated refuting the actions of the
board and calling for reconsideration. It is
bad enough that students are losing their
rights and freedoms because of a ridiculous
backlash in Sacramento but now other students are taking away more of these rights
and this is simply discrimination.
Roes flame
President, hAM

MIKE

NOLAN

This is not a knock, but a reminder.
Tuesday, along with a few hundred others
I went to preereg for history classes. Being
ambitious and something of an insonmiacm
and maybe a realist. I arrived about 5 a.m.
By 5:30 or so about 100 students had
arrived and, as might be expected, were
freezing in the cool night air.
The janitors were contentedly working
away inside Centennial Hall. where it reportedly was wann, but wouldn’t allow anyone inside "until the building opens at the
regular hour of (i:30 a.m, because a) they
weren’t finished cleaning and b) they didn’t
have the proper authority.
All well and good. A trip to Campus
Security reaffirmed what the janitor had
said. It wasn’t hard to see their point.
But I was assured by a security guard
that had the History Department informed
the Security and Buildings and Grounds
departments and made some sort of simple
advance arrangements, it would have been
possible to open the building at a reasonsay 4:30 or 5
ably convenient I
and spare a lot of students unnecessary discomfort.
The History Department probably did
a good job under the circumstances of a
fouled up semester, schedule-wise, but just
a little extra preparation anti thoughtfulness would be much appreciated next time
around by a lot of students.
this is not a knock, but a reRepeat
minder. The students will do the real knocknext time.
on the doors
ing

Poetry
There is so much to he done
And so little time to do it
Anti the cold winds of winter
Shorten the breath and slow the pace
And set the mind to thinking
Of warm days filled with sunshine
That offer rest along the way
But there can be no rest
While there is no peace
And there can’t be warmth for some
When there is no warmth for all
Those who have and those who have not
Must jobs minds anti voices and bodies
Ti, think about all there is to do
To speak loudly against all that is wrong
To work together to right those wrongs
Theis when peace becomes part of every
day
We can all rest for awhile along the way.
Harvey Gotliffe
Lecturer, Advertising Faculty

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Marsha Green, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC20S. Final decisions on use of
evert articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on 40-spaoe line.
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Minorities Employ Varied Means
During Decade’s Rights Struggle
7 XN T11.1.6:130
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phctu by Chuck Shawyer

Daly
semester. Brackett
A.S. Council.

NEW COMMANDSeniors Bob Brackett, left,
and Paul Meyer, right, are new Spartan Daily
editor and advertising manager for the coming

was approved yesterday by

Petitions To Circulate Tomorrow
By Students for Vote Extension
Students for Vote Extension,
formed last month on campus to
circulate petitions and informathe 18-yeartion on the issue
old vote will hold a table on
Seventh Street tomorrow.
Initial filing of petitions must
be completed by Feb. 2 in each
county in order for the initiative
to be placed on the ballot in June
or November. After this filing,
circulators have a 40 -day extension to gather the remainder of
the required signatures in the
filed Feb. 2.
counties which
The 18-year-old initiative of last
year failed to get off the ground
because only one county’s initial
petitions ’Yokel were filed by the
first deadline.
-The system’s really built-in
against lowering the voting age,"
stated Les Francis, foreign student adviser and faculty adviser
for the new group.
Approximately 10 states have
passed amendments for the issue
which have yet to come to a popular vote, he stated. Oregonians
will go to the polls in May to
vote on lowering the voting age
to 19, and in August, Alaskan,
will decide whether to change the
age from 19 to 18.
Two states, Ohio and New
Jersey, recently failed to pass
vote extension hills, hut four
have adopted their own: Georgia
and Kentucky,. IS: Alaska. 19:
and Hawai. 20. Britain recentls
lowered its age of majority to
18, effective Jan. 1.
Hearings for a national Constitutional amendment begin later
this month in a Senate Judiciary

Review Scheduled
At Jonah’s Wail
The campus Chrktian Ci.nter
will present a live theatrical review entitled "Near In and Down
Loose," Saturday at
Jonah’s
Wail, S. 10th and San Carlos
streets.
The review, including satire,
poetry, drama and vaudeville.
will begin at 9 p.m., with later
performances at 10 p.m. and 11:30
p.m.
Admission is free.
The presentation is under the
direction of Nick Weber, managing director of the Council
Player, creators of the review.

Committee subcommittee chaired
by Sen. Birch 13ash
A state requirement that petition-eireulators
be
registered
voters, considered especially damaging to this issue, will be tested
in Santa C’ruz County courts later
this month, according to Francis.
Initiative supporters have long
felt that this requirement, which
very few states have, violates the
Constitutional right to petition
for redress of grievances.

Many of those who oppose the
vote extension fear the voting
age cannot he separated from the
age of majority. at which people
may also drink, marry and enter
into contracts. But such is not the
ease, the group was assured by
Art Burkhart!. This inititative includes only the right to vote. He
pointed out that the strongest argument supporters can use is
still, "Old enough to fight --old
enough to vote!"

Spartaguide
TODAY
Financial Management, 7:30
p.m.. Bluing, 404 Town and Country Village, San Jose.
Sparta Camp Co.
Mee, 7
p.m., 982 S. Second St., in the
bark. Those who cannot attend
should call 295-6932.
Christian Science Organization,
p.m., Memorial Chapel. All

IfSC Has
Choices
For Jobs
For students who wonder what
they’re going to do for employment in the near future, and who
are tired of the choices offered
in want ads and from employment agencies, a savior has arrived in the form of Vocatle
for Social Change INTSCL
Members of the organization
will he on Seventh Street today
from 11 a.m. to "day’s end" to
discuss employment alternatives
for students.
Julian Filefreak, a spokesman
for V.Se’. said, "The purpose of
our organization is to offer alternatives to the ticky-tacky jobs,
like at RCA and Lockheed, that
are normally offered to students."
The organization, formed by a
commune in Canyon, Calif., prints
a free bi-monthly magazine which
catalogues job opportunities for
"soeial change" throughout the
United States.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT
(Every night)

Professional Pharmacists
_Anthony
Camragna,
Owner
MODERNE DRUG CO.

students and faculty invited.
Itiliel Foundation i Jewish students’, 8 p.m., College Union,
Costanoan Room. Election to be
held. Bring $2.(X) for dues.
Philosophy 205 Seminar, 7 p.m.,
S164. Dr. Julius Heuscher, a psychiatrist in Los Gatos for the
past 15 years, will speak on "Existential Psychotherapy." A discussion will follow.
6:30 p.m..
Spartan Hoer’.
College Union. Calaveras Room.
General meeting.
Theta Sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m.,
JC101 (conference room!. Initiation of two members and business
meeting scheduled.
SJS Ski Cluh, 7:30 p.m., JC141.
Winter carnival trip will be discussed. All students ;ere welcome.
Zero Population Growth ANNOelation, 12 to 2 p.m.. College
Union, Almaden Room.
Sigma Delta Chi, 6:30 p.m.,
Spartan Daily room, JC208.
Speaker will be Hank Rieger,
west coast director of press Sr
publicity for NBC. Also election
of spring officers.

Psychotherapy
Lecture Topic
The last in a series of guest
lecturers on existential psychotherapy will be given tonight by
Dr. Julius E. Heuscher, M.D.
The lecture will be held at 7
p.m. in 8164. There will be a
discussion following the talk. Any
interested students are welcome

to attend.

Dr. Heuscher. a Los Gatos psychiatrist, is author of "A Psychiatric Study of Fairy Tales" and
has written numerous articles in
a variety of journals.

Staff Writes’

a;iN. civil right efforts
In lice.
employed by Blacks to aohieve
equality in White America went
from sit-ins and freedom marches
to riots and militant tactics.
Federal decrees before the 60s
that integration and voting rights
in the south be afforded to Blacks
were met with defiance, delays
and circumvention This resistance continued into the new
decade.
Attempts by Blacks to dispel
inequality included sit-in demonstrations at lunch counters
The right for qualified Blacks
to attend any university had been
made clear in 1954 by the Supreme Court. but the test of that
right came in 1962 when James
Meredith attempted to enroll
at the University of Mississippi.
He was finally admitted with
the aid of federal troops.
Sit-ins and freedom mantes
in which Blacks were demanding
equality in education. voting. and
housing were frequent in 1963.
These non-violent movements, led
by Dr. King. Roy Wilkins. and
other Black leaders, were often
met with violent reactions.
The reactions included the
bombing of a Negro church in
Birmingham. Ala.. and the killing
of an NAACP leader in Jackson.
Miss.
The next two years saw the
federal government move toward
an increased effort to procure
racial equality with the passing
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and the Voting Rights Act of
1965.
The Civil Rights Act forbade
segregation in public facilities.
made the Civil Rights Commit,

C.U. Reservations
Expire Jan. 23
At the end of this semester.
Jan. 23, all weekly, monthly, and
semi-monthly College Union
meeting room reservations will
expire, according to Mrs. Connie
Brown, scheduling clerk.
Mrs. Brown said that organizations which presently are meeting in the College Union must
submit new applications for the
spring semester.
Forms may be obtained from
the scheduling office on the third
level of the College Union.
"Some rooms have been rescheduled, but we are trying to
hold off as long as we tall." said
Mrs. Brown.
Organizational representatives
wishing to continue present reservations or make changes should
contact the scheduling office immediately, she noted.

sten a permanent body. and :tothorized the U.S. AttorneN -Gener:d tel bring school desegregate .n
suits The Voting Act secured
voting rights for Blacks.
SIGNIFICANCE
While some persons felt the
most itnpurtant demonstration Di
1965 was the freedom march front
Selina to Montgomery,
Ala
others believed the Watts riot,.
were more significant. For
Eva.’, in Watts that a trend starter
which continued throughout the.
latter half of the decade.
The trend was a Black revolt
against poverty, lack of wpmtunity, and discrimination
America.
With the failure of Congri-,
to pass the "open housing" civil
rights bill in 1966, came increased
riots in cities and the rim, of
"black power" advocates like
Stokely Carmichael.
Riots spread ...over 38 cities
during 1967.
Public reaction varied. "White
backlash" was one. That year
Congress passed anti-riot bills but
failed to appropriate the full
funds requested by President
Johnson for anti-poverty programs.
Some civil right gains were
made in 1967. The first Black
Thurgoext Marshall, was appointed
to the U.S. Supreme Court. In
October, an all-white Mississippi
jury convicted seven White defendants for conspiracy to interfere with the civil rights of three
murdered civil rights workers.

in Congress and in the k!,
population eel White
the Supreme Court managed
pass the Civil Rights Act of 1968.
Other Black leaders have con Untied to follow Dr King’s non violent approach to the civil
right movement. Dr. Ralph le,
rond
and
’Abernathy, Julian
Whittles )(eau:.
a .
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LEAVE MARCH 22
OAKLAND TO LONDON

40

$249

COI:EIT ORDER
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in April of that year ordered seven school districts in
Louisiana and Alabama to integrate their classrooms. Blacks
were lecteti mayor in Cleveland
and Gary.
In early 1968, the President’s
National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders reported that the
causes of riots in recent years
was related to unemployment
poverty, and civil right disillusionment in ghettos. The commis- ,
sion, however, concluded that ’
White racism was more direetl
to blame for the conditions that
sparked the riots.
A month after the commission
presented its recommendations to
check the tendency toward polarization of the races and to cure
the causes of rioting, Dr. Martin
Luther King MIS assassinated in
Memphis, Tenn. The news of his
death touched off racial violence
in more than 100 cities.
Following Dr. King’s death.
many Black leaders accelerated
their campaign to separate White
from Black, and militants increased their influence within the
Black minority.
Although law and order sent.
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LEAVE MARCH 21
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Santa Clara

l’hone: 295-4321

STUDENT "RUSH" TICKETS
SAVE ,E2 EACH TICKET 15 MIN. BEFORE CURTAIN

Held Over to Feb. 8

incomparable evening"
1:)."an unqualified smash .. . an Nn
chart:Kicker, SF, Chronicle
"brilliant ... fiercely pas:ionote ... overwhelming"

London Sunday Telegraph

"run; don’t walk .. . absolutely first rate theater"

Chicago Daily News

"magic ... fire ... power,.. a great evening"

Toronto Telegram

J. T.
CROMWELL

GEORGE
BALL

RITA
GARDNER

BreLik&ve
acqm
AVAdeam4Ilisithtmyis
The International Smash lilt Musical

%as .Thka, at Sin pm/Fri. & Sat. at 7:30 A 1010 pa/Sen. at 2 30 Ow,
TICKETS. ORCH. 17 A 10: IALC, IS 14; SUN. MAT. Se 5 55 $4 & 13
At Gary and Marines Boa Offices; and All TAS-Tielletron Sox OfficI
By Mail at 409 Sutter Street, San Francisco
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BY ARRANGEMLNT WITH A C T

Paul ’4 Jet, eiers
ALMADEN
FASHION PLAZA
.14 ON THE MALL
PHONE 2664466

71 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0920
WESTGATE
SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-3051

e5ea,

WITH ASB CARD

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6577

01,11674
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One Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

"Work of Art"
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"

The 9eat Ocerpe
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(FROM FINALS)

Take -a -Break

Movie To Feature
Algerian Struggle
"The Battle of Algiers," story
of the Algerian struggle for independence, will he shown today
at 2 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is free.

$195.

$225

$195.

$195.

535 E. Santa Clara St.

Second and Santa Clara Streets

Phone 293-7500

Son Joce

TEXT BOOKS
-OVER
20,000
1111 ES’
Open Wont*
Monday Mt.
Thursday
All Day &Owls,

Open Tonight
Until 9:00 P.M.

Lots Of Frim Parking

On BF
ARTIS1S

330 S. 10th

$1.50

Capacity 5,000

I) A

SJS LEATHER POCKET

SATUDAY, JANUARY

286-0930
SAN JOSE
-M.ATERIAL,

To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Match your style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our tamous
Orange Blossom guarantee.

10th

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS PAVILION
HANDS:

Lotion, Flash, People

9

p.m.

to 1 a.m.

1,

PaulJetrelers

m...

Brecht’s ’Spiritual Biography’ Opens
Vit, hi RANDALL
rine Arts ’Writer
Mit a virtual masBerto
ter of all writing trades, is both
the author and subject of this
semester’s Reader’s Theatre production
’Brecht on Brecht.’ a semes ot
excerpts from s.ime of Brecht ’s
most famous plays, opens this
Friday at 8:15 in the Stud..., Theatre.
Mrs. Noreen La Barge Mitchell.
professor of Irigna, will direct
the play. She says of Brecht, "he
began his voiting career as a
lyric poet and then later developed his lyrics into plays. Since
lyric’ brings to mind the voice
of the poet himself, ’Brecht on
Brecht’ is a kind of ’spiritual
biography created through his
poems, songs and short plays."
This production will use mixed
me, ia The cabaret atmosphere

cool ni,, Come
in Small 1).1.9.,
et’

":e

:1 .tS

RED BARN

FOR 3c
COuPON
FFFR

SaSnixt : Cainadra

.............................................

Europe-1970
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
OAKLAND TO LONDON

’135
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so Nose’s associated with Brecht
will be achieved with the use of
lioem.s, projections, songs, instruments taccordion. piano, guitar’
and vocal solos, Doug Sehaffer,
senior music major :Ind one of the
stars of the production. has written some of the music.
Contrary to the way it may
sound, the Readers Theatre does
not consist of non -memorized performances. Since much of the
show is danced and sung, books
are obviously cumbersome. There
are spots, however, where the
books are used as props and add
to the overall effect.
There will be costumes, designed by Miss Bernice Prisk,
professor of drama, and simple
sets, designed by Karl Sehuck.
Schuck is also the production assistant and one of the stars of
the play.
’Brecht on Brecht’ was originally put together by George Taburl, Vivecti Lindfors’ husband
and a former director of the play.
Since one of Brecht’s favorite
principles was to try "this and
that," Mrs. Mitchell says, "We’ve
of
Brechtian
become sort
ourselves. The whole cast
decided on the continuity of the
production, and we’ve even used
some of the translations of Jim
Goffard, one of the east memOther cast members include
Wesley Morgan, Jim Goffard,
Victoria Serpa, Doug Schaffer
who is doing all the male solos.,
Carol Brolaski, Karl Schuek intl
-

1-,1.1.1(

[’oily I..-

Margene
Jeffra Kaufman will play the piano and Ron
Geren will accompany on the
guitar.
’Brecht on Brecht’ will play
both Friday and Saturday nights
at 8:15 in the Studio Theatre.
-

SERVICE

RICARDO’S
PIZZA

RENTALS

ROUND TRIP

218 \\
SA

VN
Master charge
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TOWNE THEATRE

NORDICA
ASTINGER.

HART

MEGIE

Scott -USA -poles

K

297-3060

MARKER

MEISTER

GRAN PRIX

The back of Jaime’s Album
is covered with his poetry

REAL

"I AM CURIOUS (YELLOW)"
AT I 00 3 -IS, 5-30 745 & 10 PM
HELD OVER
5th WEEK

played at the green .pider
tor fire hsrtoo night
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PARK"

NOW PLAYING
TWO MUSICAL CLASSICS

"THE KING AND I"

400 S. la

JOSE

"SMOKE AND FLESH"
"SCHOOL FOR

294-5544

.)7

SEX"

VAUGHN FAMOUS

2

FOR
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SALE

l

SPORTCOATS

they have shopped-and corn pared and have found that
Carlyle’ prices are never higher and in most instances, r
lower than prices elsewhre,
for Se game quality diamond.

100.00

.

.

115.00

.

.

.

69.50

. . NOW 2 for
NOW 2 for
.
NOW 2 for

. NOW 2 for 89.50
. NOW 2 for 100.00
. NOW 2 for 115.00

SWEATERS
RAINCOATS
SPORT SHIRTS
Bank Credit
Ceres Welcome

ORACLE

)2

8.95

NOW 2 for
NOW 2 for
NOW 2 for

18.95

SLACKS
. NOW 2 for

5.95
7.95

In the College Union"

24.95

price of
for the

5.95
7.95
8.95

18.95
NOW 2 for 22.95
NOW 2 for 24.95

22.95

JACKETS
WASH PANTS
KNIT SHIRTS

I

125 S.

Jack Aranson and Company
will open a limited engagement at
the Curran Theater in San Francine() on Jan. 14 in the Sidney
Aliehaels play, "Dylan." The play
recreates the Welsh poet Dylan
Thomas’ life and hectic experiences in America during the last
part of his mortal existence.
Playing the title role of Thomas, eonsidered by many to he the
greatest lyric poet of this century. Manson will recreate the
portrayal which won widespread
critical honors in the Dublin
Theatei Festival.
Mary Rose McAllister (Mrs.
Aransonf,will play Caitlin ThomitS. the fiery, quarrelsome, yet
Inmyal wife of the often irresponsidle Writer.
Other important roles will be
taken by Sally Kemp, William
Whitman. Jim Myers, Richard
Giver, Karen Konden, Terry
Moore and Joe (lark.
Tickets are on sale at the
Curran Box Office. Curtain for
the evening performances, except
Sunmtucys i
it 8:30. The Sunday
,1 7 p m
curtain

30.9
33.9
Ethyl (100+ Octane)

serve youraelf and nave

Puritan Oil Co.
11111
till

4th
IMMIEMONINIMMEMINIR

to THURS. ’TIL

Curran Theatre
To Show ’Dylan’
Starting Jan, 14

only at

OH"
.--AT SATHER GATE OPEN MON.

this tall by the San Francisco
Symphony Chamber Orchestra
and features percussXmists David
Steele and Michael Wells.
The concert is sponsored by the
Music department and the Associated Student Body. Admission
is free and the performance is
open to the public,

Regular (95 Octane)

UNIV.:101TP MEN’S SHOPS
Es? 1917

gookdtore

INTIMATE INSTRUMENT
included in tonight a program
will be "Gaillard" and "Fantasie"
by John Dowland; "Rumores de
Is Coieta.- by Isaac Albertiz:
"Fantasia" by Sylvius Leopold
Weiss; "Dance fium Venezula"
by Antonio Low; "Couranta" by
Johann Sebastian Bach; and"Variations on a Theme by Mozart"
by Fernando Son
Parkening feels that guitar is
one of the most difficult of instruments and practices five
Maus a day. He also thinks that
the guitar is a personal instrument because it needs no accompaniement, is easy to carry
around, and is extremely intimate.

GASOLINE

DRESS SHIRTS

49.50
59.50
69.50

SUITS
89.50 .

1

PRICE OF

2 for the price of I Clearance Sale, All Sult,..
s, Shirts, Sweaters and Jackets at 2 for the price of II

VAUGH:.

59.50

Pre -registration \yid begin iolorrow for all students who ne(.I
el asses in the department of journalism and advertising. Students
need not be majoring in journalism or advertising to pre-reg.
Sign-up sheets will he posted
on the bulletin hoard across front
the department office.

GAY THEATRE
SAN

-PLUS-

Sportcoat

Journalism Pre-Reg

"CAROUSEL"

FROM I P.M.

49.50

Dwntown Polo Alto
323-2834
Shop Thoriday Night ’111

THAT COLD DAY IN THE

-PLUS-

for their
Diamond
Rings
because:

Save 200. With ASS Card
535 Bryant Street

BASCOM

SAN JOSE

SARATOGA THEATRE
t67-3026
SARATOGA

The inside of Jaime’s Album
is covered with his music
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Also featured in the concert
in ill be "Dance scored for two
I arimbas by Robert Pimental
:aid featuring soloists Linda Pimental and Jack Van Geem;
"Dance Pieces." by Donald Erb
which adds orchestral instruments
to the percussion ensemble; and
"Double Concerto for Two Percussion and Orchestra," composed
by Cirone which was premiered

CINEMA BURBANK

"THE GRADUATE"
CO -HIT -

THIRTY-SEVEN MIND TOMES
With an Option on Existence

GrfyIr

.3. CiParIC,

SALONION

1..11 \ BEllt

A curled program of percussion
,usie will be presented tonight
ii 8:15 by the SJS Percussion
laisemble in Concert Hall.
Under the direction of Anthony
assistant professor of
11111SiC, the program will include
Arthur Cohn’s "Quotations in
Percussion," based on the poetry
of D. 11. Lawrence, Walt Whitman. and Ambrose Bierce; "Muslea Manila." by Harold Schiffman: and "Windmill." composed
by Francois Couperin fur harpsicord and transcribed for marimba
by Linda Pimental.

ART FILMS

20th EXCLUSIVE
WEEK

1433 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE

FISHER

’I.

ABM

-

SHAW INTERNATIONAL THEATRES

gave the world premiere of the
"Second Concerto in C for Guitar
and Orchestra of CastelnuovoTedemm" as part of the Henri
Temianka California Chamber
Symphony Series.
Signed two years ago by Capitol Records, Parkening’s newest
album "RoMan8a" was recently
released.

Ensemble Music Tonight

illoac

4.11=111h

IIRSI %7.t10141

Carlyle
Jewelers

VARIED APPEARANCES
Parkening’s many radio and
television appearances have included the Mike Douglas Show,
the Steve Allen Sl?./W and an
ABC Hollywood Special on
"Young America."
In January, 1966 Parkening

I ev .pi Tut,tia. laglmo

ORDERS
TO GO
29.1-1009

(415) 392-8513

come to

Classical guitar will be the
featured attraction tonight when
Christopher Parkening appears in
concert in the Lmma Pride Room
of the College Union at 8:15.
Sponsored by the College Union
Program Board, the concert is
free to students. Tickets are
available for faculty and staff
and the general public in the
Student Affairs fluidness Office.
At 21, Parkening has been
hailed as "America’s first important classical guitarist." A full
USC.
at
selmlarship student
Parkening is also a teaching lecturer at that university. Ile has
appeared as soloist with 20 orchestras in California, including,
the Los Angeles Philharmonic,
the Pasadena Symphony and the
California Chamber Symphony.

Live Entertainment INiglith

For complete flight schedule
phone

CAlore
(oltples

The proceeds Mr the Remit-Cs
Theatre productions go to the
Dorothy Kaueher Oral Interpretation Contest held every semester The prize for the contest is
$7i0.

Admission is $1.50 for the public
and $.75 for students. Tickets
are available in the College Theatre Box Office from 1 to 5
daily. They will also be sold at
the door if there are any left.

’275

STREET
CITY P. ZIP
.402C.CCOCCOGCCFCC.07.07/"..a-

-

biography’ of the famous German, the play
will run two nights a+ SJS with an admission
price of $1.50 for the public and $.75 for
students.

LEARNING THE LINES - Wesley Morgan,
Margene Fudenna and Stage Manager Bryan
Flemming are pictured here in rehearsal for
Friday’s ’Brecht on Brecht.’ Termed a ’spiritual
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On the Sidelines Dietrick Paces SJS
By KEVIN DOYLE

I used to think that Notre DameL nisersity payed its factili,
salaries from Mu
they made in gate receipts and tiles is
appearances in football.
And when the Fighting Irish went to a bowl game on New
ear’s Das and lost a heartbreaker to Fevas they might hase
lost the battle, but they won the war - monies that is.
Both teams will receise in the neighborhood of $340.000 to
$400,000 almost as much as Joe Naomi!’ got for signing i for
their two hours of work.
But Texas must split the money with the conference. while
Notre Dame, being an independent, will receise the full
amount.
The year wasn’t even three days old yet and the Fighting
Irish (from now on called the FM for Fighting :Mercenaries I
closed out one of the richest basketball road trips in collegiate
history.
The Irish were considered the best team in history hs their
coach but after games with Kentucky. North Carolina and
UCLA, FM had suffered its fourth loss of the season.
This brings up the question of whether FM was
interested in a) in going for the top rating Its tackling the best
college cage teams in the country or (10 going for that al.
mighty dollar.
Well, if they were going for A they lost, but if B was their
goal they came ottt big winners.
Notre Dame received $25,000 for their game AA ith Kentucky,
$6,000 for a appearance in the Sugar Bowl Basketball Classic
money
and $5,000 more plus half of the $30,000 televis
against UCLA.
That roughly comes out to $51,000 for three days work which
has to rate behind the 1967 Houston-UCLA basketball tit
as one of the richest trip, in college history.
*
*
*
San Jose Mercury sports writer Bob Merrill hit the nail on
the head when he was talking about the combined record of
the PCAA.
The teams with the worst record are SJS and CC Santa
Barbara.
The Spartans had to win their last two games of a current
road trip to boost their record to 341 while the Gauchos were
dumped by Texas Tech Monday.
That gase SJS 3-8 and -UCSB 4-6 non-league records. Remember both of those teams played in the West Coast Athletic
Conference a year ago before entering the PCAA this season.
Oh yes, the Gauchos and Spartans were the only teams in
the conference to play a schedule that did not include a single
college division team while Long Beach State, Los Angeles State
and the other members played a majority of their games against
weaker teams.
But, just the same, LBS, behind Sans Robinson and George
Trapp, still rates a heavy favorite to win the conference.
*
*
*
Did you know that 25 years ago the Spartan Daily featured
these stories in its sports section:
1--A column by Warren Brady told how the Coast Guard
Academy’s coach was worried in the first half when his teen,
was trailing a weak SJS basketball contingent.
2-A doubleheader was scheduled tonight for the opening
of the fraternity basketball league season between Gamma Phi
Sigma and Delia Sigma Gamma.
3-On the shoulders of Don McCaslin rest the hopes of a
Spartan basketball victory over COP - not the police department but the College of Pacific in Stockton according to a
story by sports editor Brady.
I wonder what they would think about our problems today
of cancellation of sporting events because of violence.

II

11

Intramurals
Finals of the all-college free
throw championships are slated
for tonight at 6:30 in the Men’s
Gym according to a spokesman
from the intramural office.
Dave Mercer is the defending
champion with Dick Peraldo, Pat
Morrissey and Kevin Doyle other
top names from last year.

The fate of Alpha Tau Omega’s
standing in the intramural championships suffered a setback over
the Christmas vacation.
The seven-time all college
champs house was sold over
Christmas and the future of ATO’s
athletic teams -- always a cowerhouse -- are a big question,

WHERE CAN YOU GET 10%
OFF ON REGULAR PRICES??

PAYLESS CLEANERS
751 E. Santa Clara

leh, chum 9 Pay Mere
When 9 Can Pay/e44"
slitimministimintimitutimiliiiimiiiiiitm111111111111111111iMitinitintinitin

On Court and Paper
The Spartan basket ball

tea n

hopes that statistics lie.
For if they tell the truth, the
Spartans could be in for more
trouble as they open their Pacific
Coast Athletic Association season
this weekend.
The Spartans tangle with Los
Angeles State Friday and IXSanta

Barbara Saturday.

Both

p.m. in

games will begin at 8

Spartan Gym preeeeded by 6:00
o’clock freshman encounters.
Fortunately for the local crew.
the

opposition shouldn’t

be as

strong as that faced during non -

play.

conference

The Spartans

have been beaten

in all statistical categories by the
opposition, not the least of which
is

the won -loss column, which

reads 3-8 for SJS.
However,
averaged

the

4.8

opposition

has

points

per

more

game.
expected.
leads the Spartan scoring with 202
points and an 18.4 average. The
Coto,

Dietrick,

as

6-11 center also has the team lead
with 120 rebounds for a 10.9 average.
Junior guard Steve Mortara has
been the hottest item of late,
hitting consistently from the outside for a .500 field goal percentage. Mortara has connected on 34

STEVE MORTARA

... takes over

.476

44-60

.733

4536363419161417141054I-
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16
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14
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5.1
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24
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31
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15
21
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3.7
8
2.0
12
14
4
0.8
I
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If you own a foreign car,
and you want the very best
in service and repair come to Garage Europa.
Go West on San Carlos to
Lin col n, then left to
Garage Europa. The results will make your trip
worthwile.

rrr:141
GARAGE
EUROPA

850 Lincoln Avenue - 295-9082
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Camera Slop
245 SOUTH FIRST
Prompt and Courteous Service

-Xnit Shirts - Cord Rer-

Suede &

&thy -161111 Sweaters

Cowhide 69artels

4

IIANGTEN, RAM & CALIFORNIA SPORTSWEAR.

2081 So. Winchester
GUITARS

Campbell, Calif.

GUITARS

GUITARS

BUY OR RENT TO OWN

*

Melo, /Am:Sic

Jan. 9 San Diego State
Jan. 10 Fresno State
Jan. 13 at Cal State Hayward

We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.
Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.

Cal Poly
Jan. 31 at UC Santa Barbara

Two Locations To Serve You
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

Feb. 10 Chico State
Feb. 21 at Univ. of Pacific/Long
Beach State

5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
248-9858

Mar. 5-6-7 at PCAA Championships
Apr. 9-12 at NCAA Champion-

ships

MOVIE & STILL
* Supplies
* Cameras
* Projectors * Equipment
DEVELOPING - PRINTING
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RESUMES

COPIES
25. or 1004
RAG BOND

PRINTED ON OFFSET

4’ EA.

50 COPIES $2.50

co py
GOODWALI center
el39(. SANTA CLARA ST. (at 2nd)

SAN JOSE

Drawing for a Free Ring During Sale
THURS. JAN. 8TH FRIDAY JAN. 9TH

295 4964

Skiers!
Sweaters
12.

Discounts 500 to $5.00 on all
Rings Purchased These Days

Save now that the Season is in full swing

Brand Name Sweaters that will
keep you warm all winter -

YOUR
GRADUATION
RING

FROM

in style.

Pants

the most respected
symbol of your
educational
achievement.

FROM $1 500

Beautiful savings here and these pants are first

Boots

Some Buckle, some lace
- all of top quality at

iiiiii

COLLEGE RING
DISCOUNT DAYS

line only.

FOREIGN
CAR
SERVICE

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
JuSt present your oaf{ Cr ASE card

ear

Western Wash. St. College

79-164

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Surf n

Jan. 24 at Cal. St. Los Angeles/

2- 3 .667
330-773 .424 174-260 .669 493

Robinson .
SJS Totals

*
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their individual talents to anchor
the Spartans’ 4:27.7 winning time
in the 400 medley relay.
Monsees got his victories in the
200 and 500-yard freestyle events
with respective marks of 1:59.1
and 5:,K8.
Other Spartan individual victors were Hansen, 23.9 50-yard
free, Tavarez with a 2:47.8 for the
200-yard breas t, and Tykol’s
2:25.4 in the 200-yard backstroke.

Jan 23 at Univ. of Santa Clara/

FT-FTA Pct.

FG-FGA Pc+.

50
44
47
49
34
38
16
12
9

SJS’ fledgling varsity swimming
team opened its 1970 season on an
encouraging and winning note by
scoring an easy 67-25 victory over
the San Francisco State Gators
Tuesday in the Spartan pool.
New coach Bill Jay called the
win "a complete team effort." It
was the Spartan finmen’s first
victory in swer a season-and-a
half, having lost one and tied
their other dual meet in the 1969
season.
The watermen jump bock into
action this weekend with two
PCAA meets slated, both in the
home pool.
Friday night at 8 o’clock, "one
of the toughest teams in the
league," according to Jay, San
Diego State’s Aztecs invade Spartan waters, followed by Fresno
State in a 2:30 Saturday afternoon
swim "dual."
SJS swept nine of 11 firsts to
louy their Tuesday triumphant
opener against San Francisco
State.
The Spartans were paced by
Bruce Yoki and Mike Monsees
who took a pair of firsts. Yoki
covered the 1000-yard freestyle in
13:16.4 and reeled off a 2:37.0 in
the 200-yard butterfly. AddiOonally, Yoki and Monsees combined
with Dave Hansen and Tom Tykol
to win the 400-yard freestyle relay
in 3:42.3.
Tyjcol, Louis Tavarez, Tom Erhorn and Greg Hind parlayed

1970
Swimming Schedule

Cage Stats
68

_

SJS Opens Swim Season
With Victory Over Gators

*

of 68 attempts while raising his
average to 6.7.
Sophomore Al Graves also has
been a pleasant surprise with
10.6 scoring average.

Dietrich
Graves
Hamm
Veasey
Mortara
McKean
Guenther
Nyquist
Howard
Dockery
Webb
Walker
Gooch
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FROM

reasonable prices.

Skis

The Best Name Brands

FROM

in Woods, Metal and
Fiberglas.

’20"
’2995
1995

Package #1- A $611.95 Value
Fischer Skis
Salomon Step-In Heel
Salomon Toe
Aluminum Poles
Safety Straps-All For:

REED’S

SPORT SHOP
3111 Alum Reek Ave.
Phone:

258.5306

Preference of weights, stones, Steles,
and precg metals
3.0 Dimensional Greek Letter
Encrusting
Fattest delivery in the industri

George Stone
Factory Representative

"a/oer/goe-S3,66./Rov

Here Thurs. & Friday
to help you

cpaptot Sookitere
"In the New College Union"
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SJS Remains Relatively Peaceful in Decade of Unrest
By KANDACIE ENPLUND
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’While other college and universities have been torn by strike
and violence, SJS has remained
comparatively peaceful in the
past decade. The demonstrations
here have been protests for or
against various causes.
In March, 1965, a 48-hour
hunger strike tva sstaged to protest U.S. air strikes against North
Vietnam. The hunger strike was
not sponsored by any individual
campus political group. The reasons for this demonstration were
outlined as follows: The U.S. is
engaged in an undeclared war in
North and South Vietnam; the
war being waged is without the
consent of the American people;
and the war is an illegal act of
aggression conducted by the U.S.
government. The hunger strike
lasted the 49 hours despite jeers
from onlookers.
On March 12, 1965, some SJS
si ’Meats joined the 50 mile Inas.... f civil rights march from San
San Francisco. The rally
an march was sponsored by a
number of Bay Area political and
civil rights _groups, including

Special

rate for
college
students

The indispensable reference
volume... Reader’s Digest
1970 Almanac and Yearbook,
Allanswers to Who? Which?
What? When? Why? How? Where?

CORE. SNCC and the SJS Democratic Club.
Threats to burn draft cards by
SJS students broke the calm in
1965 and brought FBI agents on
campus. In October, Roger Lette,
then a sophomore, threatened to
burn his draft card. He stated
before a Seventh street rally that
his action was not against America, but to protest war. During
the rally that was to be climaxed
by the card burning. Lette decided such action would serve no
purpose. Former SJS President
Robert Clark described Let tee
decision as an "act of courage."
A teach-in sponsored by the
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) in October, 1965
resulted in a minor clash between
SDS and the Young Americans
for Freedom (YAF) members.
YAF and some SJS Young Republicans marched toward the
teach -in area between the two
dorms carrying large, black coffins dripping with red paint.
Spelled out on the coffins were
the names of nations with communist governments. SDS members, who favor withdrawal from
Vietnam, were jeered by the
teach -in intruders.

On May 12. 1969, the SDS disrupted Police Week activities.
The SDS had planned an antipolice rally with picketing a
counter display depicting instances of police harassment and
brutality. The administration refused to permit the SDS to catry
out its plan. When the 60-some
pickets !rind to march into the
:hey were met by a

human wall of security officers.
It was announced that the SDS
would be suspended from the
campus and fined $1,000 for their
unauthorized actions. SDS is now
restricted to passing out literature in its own name and restricted to exist only as a duly
authorized student organization.
SDS members are now appealing
the ease.
The war moratorium on Oct.
15 of this year was; a peaceful
protest of the war in Vietnam.
Students gathered in Morris
Dailey Auditorium to hear speakers discuss their views on the

war. A non-violent march was
staged through downtown San
Jose following the moratorium.
In November, the SDS clashed
with workers at Pittsburg-Des
Moines Steel Co. The scuffle occurred when a worker struck a
car with a picket sign. 5.25 SDS
members were arrested for taking a role in the strike.
Most recently the Radical Action Movement (RAM), a splinter group of the SDS, protested
the industrial recruiters here for
career interviews on Dec. 4.
Pickets protested the war connections of firms like General
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ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER - Standard "Far from the Madding Crowd" Friday,
PERSONALS Ill
size, excellent condition. 292.0504 or Jan. 9. Morris Dailey. 7 & 10 p.m.
50c
294-1902 after 6 pm.
1
bdrm.
apt.
i
GIRL
needed
to
share
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stu$50/mo. 426 S. 6th #8. Cell evenings, ON THIS DAY - INFINITELY PAINFUL
dents and licensed pilots. Four aircraft,
- THE FIRST DAY OF REST OF OUR
HELP WANIED 141
292-1185.
low membership fee & monthly dues.
LIVES I CHOOSE ish - AND THE PAIN
ROOMMATE, 21 or over to IS GONE.
257-7562 or 248-8484.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sem. FEMALE
share
3
bdrm,
cabin
in
Felton
$69/mo.
pie program full time, part time steady
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
FALL GRADS: If you have extra tickets
Call 335-7528 or 287-8575 after 6.
(For students, faculty and staff only) work. 4 good men wanted immediately.
for graduation call 378-3307 after 6 p.m.
Los Angeles.London- (Round-trip) Mar. Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share Will pay 75c each.
29-June 16. 11 Weeks $255. June 15- plus bonus. No esp. needed. Eare while modern, 2 bdrm. Townhouse apt. with 2
NEEDED: Tickets for January Graduation.
In February 1967, a demonstra- Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 21 -Aug. you learn. Transportation fm. Call to- others. 446 S. 11th #2. 286-4104.
Call Cathy 286.2362
day. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
tion resulted because of the pres- 21. 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3, 8
Weeks $295. For application write or
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice 2
ence of Marine recruiters on cam- cell: LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave. MALE & FEMALE: Full or Pert-time Ice
bdrm. 2 bath apt. with 3 others. $50/mo.
SERVICES 181
pus. War protestors picketed and Culver City, 90230. 14081 286-6929 Cream & Soft Drink Vending Route. 555 S. 10th *17. 287-3531.
30%
commission.
Tropical
Ice
Cream
marchtsi by the Marine tables, 12131 839-7591_._
Co. 358 N. Montgomery. 9-11 a.m. WANTED Tolerant roommate. $60/mo. STUDENT TYPING in my home. Feet, Acshouting and heckling the of- AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per 297-4228.
Clean apt. 395 S. 4th Apt. I. 297-8042. curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244-6581,
year for married, good students. Also,
ficers.
Free & Open atmosphere.
over
FEMALE
DANCERS
area’s
most
psymen
single
for
excellent savings
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. See Jose,
When the Navy recruiters came 21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
chedelic atmosphere. THE BEAR KAVE: TWO GIRLS wanted to rent one bdrm., 258.4335 143 Bahama Way.
525 S. 24th St., San Jose.
on campus in early November,
of large house with studio space with
a
for
room
nave
We
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
CABIN
SKI
three male art students. Call 292-5212.
1967, a non-violent gathering few more members in our North Shore
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. CaN
HEATHERLEE Agencies now accepting
drew a large crowd. The admini- Ski Co-oo, lease rurs from Dec. 12 to applications for temporary & part-time MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2 Esche’s, 25 I -2598.
Call 2948287.
bedroom apartment with 3 others. Close EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fast.
stration, fearing a re-run of the
babysitting & housekeeping. 296-3533.
to campus. 45.50/mo. Upper division non- Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
previous month’s Marine incident. CAR RALLYE by San Jose Touring C’
PART TIME & Temporary babysitters & smoker. Jay or Jim at 287-0985.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
Sat., Jan. 10, from Fr. asked the San Jose Police de,keepers needed, Heatherlee AgencAve.,
San
J
Carlos
i BEDROOM Furnished Apartments. $85/ EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
partment to stand by. President
296-3533
Beginners Welcome
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
mo. Girls only. 674 S. 9th, Call 286.2837.
Clark met with leader of the SDS
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Awe.
2 FEMALE roommates needed to share Call 371-0395. San Jose.
HOUSING 151
and American Liberation Front
’Far from the Madding Crowd" Fr
apt. with 2 others immed., 148 E. Wil( ALF), who argued that the miliTranslations by
liam St. #18 $57.50/mo. Call 286-4538, GERMAN-ENGLISH
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! graduate student 377-2367.
tary is un-academic and should
3 BDRM., 2 BATH house need 4 girl OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
rm.
area/pool/rec.
child
OK/Adult
not be allowed on campus. PresiAUTOMOTIVE 121
10 min. from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr. roommates. 11th St. 297-0803.
Term papers, reports. manuscripts. V.
dent Clark said he understood
286-3795.
DORM CONTRACT available, room & Barker, 294-0076 Weekdays only 8-6.
their reasoning. but he could not ’64 VW BUG, Great little car to get
at
293-3908. Leave Mes- XEROX Copies’ 3c each. Ask about our
2 BDRM. FURN. APT, avail. immediate- board. Cali Jill
prohibit the Navy or other corpo- you around town. SUNROOF to catch ly. 4 people to share,
2c terrnpaper thesis. Campus Copy 480
$200/mo. 641 S. sage.
MUST
rations from recruiting students rays/hang out of. GOOD TIRES.
11th
St.
See
Manager,
Apt.
#2.
GREAT LOCATION. Room & kitchen S. 10th & E. Williams. 295-7778.
SELL! Best offer. 287-7189 after 6.
on campus. The demonstration
pry., color TV, laundry facilities. $50/
HT. PS. PB, FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: to share mo. 365 E. San Fernando, D.J. 293.9633.
TRANSPORTATION 19)
was held outside the barracks ’66 CHEV. IMPALA, 2 dr.
AT, 283 V.8, 69,000 mi., $950 or best 2 bdrm. apt. with 2 others. Own bdrm.
where demonstrators fired ques- affer. Call after 4 p.m. 287-1102.
Furnished 780 S. 11th St. #19. Call STATE HOUSE now accepting applicato Europe for summer,
JET
CHARTERS
baths.
bdrms..
2
$180
tions. 2
& $200/
tions about war casualties and
’61 FORD, V.8. Interior & motor in good after 5 p.m. 297.4277.
book early! From $179 one way. NO
mo. Call 29743596.
Navy policy to the officers.
cond. Needs fenders & hood latch $95.
Prof.
Maga at 293-1033.
Contact
FEE.
READ11 Before signing any new leases or FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
The largest and most publicized 294-1084.
Lontracts for next semester, check out SPRING SEMESTER: Own room, non- EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
demonstration on the SJS campus ’65 SPRITE, excel. cond. Skiers Delight, State 11 at 155 S. 11th, Esc. food, park- smoker. up-div. $65/rno. di- ;MI. 1/2 block schedules from L.A. and Oakland to
London, Amsterdam, Frankfurt. From
took place on Nov. 20, 1967. Dow hardtop radials. 33,000 miles. Must Sell. ing, social lounges, party basement. etc. from campus. Call Ruth, 292-1298.
$255 to $325. - roundtrip; $150 ww
Coed. $525/sem. room & board, util.:
Chemical was on campus to re- 378-6495 after 8 p.m.
$185 - one-way. Coordinator: Profes$300/sem. room &
LOST AND FOUND 161
cruit students for employment. ’69 HONDA SS 125, Superb condition.
sor Frank Peal. 247 Roycroft, Long
Beach 90803 438-2179,
Before long, the Dow booth was $365 or offer. 336 N. 5th St. S.J., Apt. 9. SPACE IN THE COLLEGE residence halls
spring
semester.
the
be
available
for
will
Reward,
X
Notes
12/11.
Michelin
Anatomy
New
Clean,
LOST
WANTED: Ride to Mammoth Ski Resort.
picketed and the marchers yelled ’66 MGB Super
Applications may be picked up in the Sheila, 286-0341.
Call
$1550.
condition
Excellent
Tires
After
Jan. 22nd. Will split expenses. Call
protests of Dow’s manufacture of
Housing Office, 319 S. 5th St. #6.
292-4595.
295-8793.
napalm. The demonstrators proREWARD: Please return box of books and
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
tested the use of napalm in Viet- ’62 CHEV. Impala. Automatic Trans., 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed - to papers taken for green sports car behind EUROPEfrom L.A. and Oakland, to Lonpower steering. Very clean, $600. 286-4863 share 1 bdrm. apt. $50/mo. 357 E. San dorm.. Jan 5, no questions. Dave Powers. flights
nam and questioned Dow’s right
Frankfurt. From $270
Amsterdam
don.
ask for Tim.
Fernando #I, Call Kathy, 286-5673.
294-6019. 335 S. 10th.
$150 to $185 Oneto $325 roundto be on campus. The demonstra’63 FALCON - Modified Six - Monroe
Professor Frank F.
tion soon spread to the admini- overloads Del’, Air Lifts. New Trans., 644 S. 11th STREET needs 1 female FOUND: smell black female dog. White Way. Coorrl a
on
12-16.69
collar.
no
tags.
Ave. Long Beach
roommate. Spacious apartment, 2 bdrms., paws, tan
Peal. 247 R ,
stration building where windows Generator, Starter, Renuktor. Michelin fireplere TV. Call 298.7978.
6th & San Fernando 296-8432.
90803. 438.2179.
were broken and students were Tires munh more. $700. Cell after 2 p.m.
beaten as thousands gathered. 259.0824.
.’.t pro. new
The police were called and had ’62 VW BUS. IJnO
or
to use tear gas to break up the’"
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When SF State was crippled
’ FOR &ALI 121.
its teacher strike in early 1969,
SJS suffered a similar but less
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat ,
serious teacher strike. Some AFT Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
members and student sympa- Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS
campus. Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet i
picketed
on
thizers
Classes were cancelled and stu- Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store
375 E. Heddinq St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11-6. Closed Mondays.

A COMPLETE MEAL FOR

64’
WITH COUPON

MON.-WED.-FRI.
II -1 - 1:30-3:30

FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
(from $7.501 Call for appointment. 2976522. Evelyn’s. 40 S. lit St. Downtown.
SOLID STATE Guitar Amp. 150 watts.
Rev.. Tram, 6 10" Jensen:, $200. Mike
Rrn. 232 Allen Hall 294.8741.

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4

GERMAN SHORT Hair Pointer Pups 6 wks. old - spotted and solid liver after 6. 259.2395.
SKI BOOTS, Ladies 714 never w-irn. orig.
Asst. Ski Wear.
$50. now $20 w
cen 10.12: call 295 6471.
MAGNAVOX Portable Stereo with AM
FM radio. $100 or best offer. Call 295.
3034 or 295-8793.

DAY CLASSIFIED AD

wOODLATHE 12" swing, 4’ long $29.95
mew. Recibir Drill Press 32 $37.50 new.
8 Ball-bearirg tilt arbor table sew with
I h.p. motor complete for $60 new. 2920409 or I blk, from campus at 60 E. San
Fernando,

FOR THIS SEMESTER

BIG BARNEY, french fries, and I Sc
drink, all for 64c with this ad.
OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 8, 1970

S MING SPECIAL
5c COFFEE

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

Ong day

Two days

1.50

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

4 lines- 2.00
5 lines -2.50
3.00
-i- lines
Add thi-samount for
each add!

Sion& line

’50

.50

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

Three days

2.25
2.753.25
3.75
.50

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Last and Found (6)

ttt

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
Meant Approximately 33 letters and spaces for each lino)

Four days

Flys days

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

-En3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

JO

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
0 For Sal* (3)

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

diaroapeprepseepeamaallearMIPI~194911~81148848,499491/491111,41104110.1%.

CLASSIFIED RATES

Sixth and Santa Clara

What the 1970s have in store
in the way of campus unrest is
anybody’s guess. Hopefully the
SJS campus will remain peaceful,
but when demonstrations seem
to occur on the spur of the
moment, it is difficult to predict
the future

Spartan Daily Classifieds

crowd. Students and non-students
.
4 speed,
’65 MUSTANG
were charged with interfering
"5.
with police, disorderly and vicious F’FAR FROM THE M’2"------Crowd’
conduct, misuse and destruction
, 7 & In
Jan, g 12 ,
,
of state property.

552.50.

RED BARN

Electric. General Dynamics, Lockheed and others. After a noon
rally, RAM members and followers marched inside the College
Union. Pushing and shoving arguments erupted into violent
fights when the estimated 300
to 400 protestors entered the
Union.

r

Yours at the special student rate of only...

REGULARLY 840

dents were worried about receiving semester grades. ’rhe SJS
strike did not last as long as
the SFS strike, but caused serious accusations to be brought
against AFT members.

0 ProsonsIs (7)
0 IlervIces (8)
0 TootsPoll0666

Pont Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN 1038 STATE COLLEGE. CALIF.
95114
Plum

Am

2 drys after wledni for srl le ewer.

Days

II

